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Braft Evidence to Col oared Education C omission 7th December 1953.
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1* The Institute of Bace Halations bases the evidence here submitted in

the belief that the fundamental principles and ait e of education are the 

same for all races* These principles and alms may conveniently be stated

4 as followst

| a) Education should aim at providing the fullest possible opportunity

for the development of the individual according to his physical, 

moral, intellectual and emotional capacities|

b) education should aim at preparing the individual for his adult 

role as a responsible member of society!

o) education should aim at enabling the individual to adapt himself 

to the demands of an increasingly complex social and material 

environment*

2* If this is accepted as the aim of education, it most be accepted as

applicable to all racial, as to all social groups, since the -variant 

factor is individual capacity« and this is not confined to or constant 

within any one class or group*

3 * Further, the role of the adult in society should be determined by

individual capacity and not by class or group*

4* Bellcnrinc the true interests of the various racial groups in South

Africa to be inseparable and consequently that the educational aims for 

each group mast be the same, the Institute considers that it is the 

administration rather than the aim of Coloured education which needs to 

be examined*

5* She Institute wishes to submit evidence only on those points on ifihich

it may make a special contribution*

6 * guanas of Reference (a ): The Financial implications for the Cape Province 

over the next ten years if effect is given to the views expressed and the 

recommendstionsmade in the de yjlllers report in regard to Coloured 

education:

Ho evidence

7 * germs of Beference (b): The question whether the reorjanioatioa of the 

school system as recommended by the de Tilliers Comlsslon can and should 

• he applied to Coloured education and« if so* to what extentt

The Commission is to enquire whether the reorganisation of the school 

system as recommended by the de Villiers Commission can and should be 

applied to Coloured education, and, If so, to what extent* In making its 

investigation, the De Villiers Commission found -

"The imperative/



'The Imperative need of present-day youth far a higher standard of 

general education has heen referred to earlier in this report* At the 

risk of labouring the point, the Commission wishes at this stage to 

point out that the appreciation of this need, and efforts to meet it 

more effectively, are perhaps the most firmly-established world-wide 

trend in education today. Throughout the world educationalists are 

realising that as the civilisation science is creating for us becomes 

ever more complex, the minimum standard of basic general education must 

inevitably be raised." (Paragraph 238).

The Commission recommended as follows:

"In the proposed new scheme, the primary school will not be 

expected to teach its children all they have to know and be capable of 

doing on entering employment or cn embarking upon a course of more or less 

specialised study in a post-primary school. It will be expected to give 

the child the * tools of learning* which he will have the chance to use 

far three years in the proposed junior high school to acquire a higher 

level of skill in their application and to discover his worl and himself."

(Paragraph 241).

8. The Institute agrees with the de Villiers Commissicn*s statement 

that the mini mum standard of basic general education must be raised in 

South Africa as in other countries, to enable youth to meet the increased 

demands made by our complicated civilisation, and since these increased 

demands are made upon members of all racial groups, the Institute believes 

that the minimum standard for all groups must be raised. To achieve this 

higher minimum standard of general education, the Commission recommended 

certain changes in the organisation of the school system.

9. The Commission recommended that the age-grouping in schools should 

bei—

Nursery schools 
Primary schools 
Junior High schools 
15 - 17 
15 plus
17 plus
18 plus

3- 6  years
5 plus - 12 plus years 
12- 15 years
senior or vocational high schools 
technical college 
agricultural college 
university.

The Institute realises that the new scheme is in line with educational 

developments in other countries, but considers that it has not been 

sufficiently tested to show vjhether or not it is an Improvement on the 

old. If, however, it is to be applied to Coloured schools, there are 

special factors which must be taken into consideration.

a) At present the age at which they enter school is very much higher 

for Coloured than far European childrenj if  the same age 

grouping is to apply, Coloured children must start school earlier; 

this can best be assured through the introduction of compulsory 

education. *) ^



She nuiiber of Coloured school31 both primary sad secondary, 

would hare to be increased considerably,

c) Because of the distances that hare to be travelled and the 

economic position of the majority of Col cored people, moat 

Coloured children can not go beyond primary school* Itader the 

present system this means Std. VI j under transfer there is the 

danger schooling night end with Std, V.

d) Besides being generally undesirable this could be a great handi

cap to would-be apprentices who hare to pass at least Std* 71 

before being apprenticed|

e) '£he Institute submits that the transfer, to be effective, would 

have to be combined with the increased provision, of secondary 

and high schools, subsidised hostel accommodation and tzsnspart, 

and ths introduction of compulsory education*

10* .milst organisation is belnj dealt ?.dth, several reasons vhy it is

desirable to retain unity of administration for European and Coloured 

schools must be mentioned*

a) The Coloured people, as shown by statements made by parents* 

and teachers* organisations are bitterly opposed to the 

suggestion of a special Coloured Education department, and a 

transfer could not be effectively carried out against the wi dies 

of the people concerned.

b) A separate department of Coloured education would Is ad to a 

different standard*

c) It would involve the country in the unnecessary expense of 

duplicating administrative officials*

11* gems of Reference (c) s She question whether the nature and direction 

of the present educational syntem fulfil the needs of the Coloured 

I'•■opulatiaa> or tshether the systec: with its esaphfeoip on the academic 

side does not lead to a lealln& of frustration!

So deal with this question properly It is necessary to break it 

down into several separate questions -

(I) TShat are the educational needs of the Coloured people?

(II) Do the nature and direction of the present educational 

system fulfil these needs?

(ill) Is there too auoh emphasis on the academic side? If  so,

(iv) Does this system lead to a feeling of frustration?

(i) In the first place, we wish to affirm that the aims of education 

are universaly the Coloured child, as any child, must be given the 

oppotrutnity of developing his capacities to the fullest* Yet the way

that/



that this is achieved may vary teem society to society, since education 

oust be relevant to the society in viiich the Individual lives. She 

Coloured people of South Africa do not constitute a separate society 

with a separate v»y of life, and hence with separate educational needs. 

Despite social segregation, the Coloured people are essentially part 

and parcel of South Africa’s social and economic lifej this can be best 

ahoran by examining the types of employment in which Coloured people are
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In other words, the life and hence the needs of the Coloured people are 

'-•'■basically the same as those of the European people of South A fr ic a .

In its answer to this part of the question the Institute bis mentioned 

a feeling of frustration within the Coloured community, to vMoh further 

reference will be made in dealing with the fourth part of this question. 

But it wishes to make it quite clear, at this juncture, that such frustra

tion as has just been mentioned is not one due to deficiencies of the 

educational system, but one due to discrimination outside the educational 

system which causes just that waste of human potentialities to overcome 

which ie the aim of all true education.

(ii) Bo the nature and direction of the present educational system fulfil 

-oi.Gse needs?

The criticisms the de Villiers Commission mode in connection with 

22uropean education are in the Institute*s opinion, applicable to 

Coloured education too*

(iii) -hen people say that education is too "academic" they mean It is 

too "theoretical" and not "practical" enough* It is a criticism that 

was commonly and continually levelled against the education of the so- 

called "lower classes" in foigland where emplqjxes were unable to see the 

"use of Latin and Greek". Whan Coloured schooling is compared to 

European In this respect, this seems at first to be the ease, since 

practical courses such as domestic science, typing and shorthand, etc., 

introduced many years baok in European school a have not been introduced 

into Coloured schools because of the expense of equipment* 

However, it had more recently been realised that it is a nistake to 

introduce vocational training at the expense of general education*

The de Villiers Commissi on (Paragraph 240) commented that!

"Witnesses ft*cm all walks of life complained about the inadequacy 

of the present Standard H  pupils* schooling* iftoploycre as well as secondary 

and vocational school and college authorities complained that the 

average Std* VI pupil did not have an adequate background of basic 

knowledge and an adequate mastery of basic skills, and they generally 

charged the primary school with inefficiency* Whatever the defects In 

Che present primary school practice may be, there appears to be a general 

disregard of the fact that durln the past thirty or forty years 

particularly, primary school curriculum makers have been responding to 

the above-mentioned increasing need for acre general knowledge 

broader foundational training and have been enriching the primary school 

curriculum (or, as some teachers would prefer, have been "overloading” 

it ), adding new subjects and extending the oontent of old subjects 

without increasing the period of tixa available for tills weak."



The de Villiers Commission in its proposals for a new acbeme, mads 

a clear out division between "full-time fundamental general education 

and vocational or vocationally (or uca&ffiically) biased education" in 

order to improve the standard of general education*

These arguments which apply as nuch to CctLourod as to European 

education* suggest that acre, rather than less, attention should be 

I given to "academic11 education*

(iv) Does this system lead to a feeling of frustration?

Frustration is generally taken to mean the state of being thwarted, 

stopped free doing something dbich one wishes to de and is capable of 

doing. The Institute considers that the feeling of frustration accngst 

the Coloured people is caused not hy thoir education, but by the 

hindrances placed by society in the way of their full development and 

the use of the education they have; the enforcement of a special variety 

of educational system for Coloured children only, would not eradicate but 

increase the feeling of frustration aiacngst the Coloured people*

To sum up, the Institute thinks that the present educational s/st«a fails 

short in many respects In meeting the needs of the Coloured population.

The remedy far these defects lies In a general overhaul of the educational 

system and not in the provision of a special aystec. far Coloured people. 

~ae Institute does not consider that frustration is being built up hy any 

undue eciphasis being placed on general education*

12* Terms of JBeference (d ): ihe ajn and function and the effeoti eness of 

the education m  all types Ot Coloure: aobocl̂ . an-.sr ;rese^ . olicy,

■yu-u btilnp had to the disquieting retardation of pupils as evidenced 

by distriuation tables and eracdn^tlon results!

The Institute has already stated what it considers should be the 

alii, and Auction of education) in assessing the cfflcaoy of the education 

given by Col oared schools the following remarks are relevant:

13* According to Educational Statistics (1351), there are 1162 Coloured

schools of all types In the Cape Province* Of these, only 124 fall 

under school boards, the remaining 10J8 being malhly mission schools, as 

coopered with 1180 board schools and 71 other schools for Europeans*

She total number of Coloured children enrolled is 184,5891 of these 

only 32,601 fall under school boards*

f

14* There are 75 Coloured pghaary schools which fall und<r sohool boards,

ae compared with 1004 Coloured mission schools* Commissioners will be 

av;are of the disadvantages attached to this situation and of the Cape 

Provincial idsdnistratlon’s acceptance of the principle of compulsory

education/



education, involving state control of schools. Amongst the dis-

’'̂ advantages of the present situation is -

a) the fact that the churches can not cope with the financial burden j

b) school buildings are Inadequate and overcrowded f

c) there is rarely any provision far gymnastics or physical education

sports fields, etc.}

d) classroom equipment such as chairs, desks, blackboards, is often

inadequate)

e) there is a scarcity of text books, lack of libraries.

The sheer physical handicap of such surroundings is great*

*
Other difficulties are common to every Coloured school — including 

hoard schools. Due to overcrowding, children often have to wait a year 

or two before being enrolled in a school, they are handicapped by being 

in over—large classes and frequently by being taught by inadequately 

trained teachers. Handicapped children retard the progress of the class, 

since there are not enough special schools to accommodate them. In 

addition, housing conditions amongst the Coloured people are, in general, 

Inferior to those amongst Europeans. This means that opportunities for 

study are frequently absent. The economic circumstances of the parents 

are generally inferior, and the home environment less advantageous.

There is a higher incidence of under-nourishment and possibly a lower 

standard of health. Being handicapped both at home and at school in 

comparison with European children, it is hardly surprising that the 

Col aired children should show signs of retardation.

It is noteworthy that although a high percentage of Coloured people 

live on farms, ther are according to Educational Statistics only 18 farm 

schools for Coloured/ children, not one of which falls under a school 

board. (On the other hand there are 22 farm schools for Europeans, 21 

of viiich fall under school boards). The need for schooling for 

Coloured children on farms is great, particularly since their parents 

are unlikely to be able to afford to send them to towns for schooling.

It is recommended that the question of Coloured farm schools be 

investigated and that the transport for pupils at this type of school be 

subsidised.

The nine special schools for Coloured children are situated mainly 

in the Peninsula, and it is suggested that others are required in 

different parts of the Province.

There are according to Education Statistics, no specifically 

agricultural or industrial schools for Coloured youthsj the need for 

this type of training is increasing steadily, and the establishment of 

schools is recommended.

19. Secondary/



is* Secondary and liigh ,>cIioqIb i

The following table gives the total enrolment, and enrdEient la 

secondary and high schools and the number of such schod c fox European 

and Coloured children in the Cape Province*

Total iamSLment Hif̂ i schools Enrolment Secondary schools Inrdmant

Bur. 171*326 181 59.305 57 10.194

C d . 164.589 15 3*881 14 1.336

She population figures for the Cape Province (1951) are -

Europeans* 935.674

Coloured (including Malays and Asiatics) 998.004

20. The Commission is asked to study "the retardation of pupils as 

evidenced by age distribution tables and examination results." The 

percentages of retarded children according to Educational Statistics 

(1951) figures are "based on the assumption that pupils normally enter 

schod at 7 and all are retarded for two years above nonual age." In 

the ease of Cdoured children this assumption is manifestly incorrect 

because many do not enter schod at the age of 7| in Sub. A there are 

6,196 children who are ten years of age and over, and according to 

definition would be "retarded” and will be classified as "retarded” 

throughout their schod lives. 2ut there is no indication as to that number 

of these children have been kept back, and what number are in oub* A 

for the first time. It must be borne in sdnd that due to the shortage 

of schoole and to the lack of compulsory education, Cdoured children 

generally start their schooling ouch later than do European. 'Ihe 

introduction of compulsory education would help by ensuring that children 

start schod at a reasonable age and attend regularly. Hie median age

for Cdoured pupils is higher than is the European not only because of 

this factor, but also because it is raised by the inclusion, for 

purposes of calculation, of the ages of pupils attending part-time schod s. 

These schodo do not exist for Europeans and the pupils attending 

are generally youths, not children.

21. As regards examination results, one oust point out that achievement 

by schdars it to a large extent a reflection of their home circumstances, 

the training they have received in the preceding years, aw^ of their 

extra-mural activities as well as of the preparation for the actual 

examination. The Institute submits that in the case of by f  -r the 

majority of Cdoured pupils, the home has been able to contribute little 

to the child’s development. Though this is essentially a social ^  

economic, rather than educational consideration, educationalists can not 

afford to ignore it . rifaere parents are illiterate or semi-literate and 

are taken up with the struggle to keep the family housed and fed, they

will have/



will have neither the leisure nor knowledge to teaoh their children 

’“'oVea the elocientary things (such as counting) vhich it is taken for 

granted that children firom better off homes know before even starting 

school* The atmosphere of the home, habits of living, nutrition, etc., 

will inevitably affect the child's achievement* though not of necessity 

his capabilities* At school, the Coloured child is handicapped by 

overcrowding. frequently there is more than one class in a room, and 

In addition, rooms are overcrowded * The shortage of teachers (this 

is particularly bad in the sob-standard), the inferior training the 

teachers hare had, the lack of equipment, text books, etc*, all mean 

that the Coloured school child is handicapped relative to the European*

22* Another factor which certainly contributes to poor examination

results in the primary standards at any rate, is ppor attendance, which 

ispariicularly marked in Hen- ẑropean (i.e . non-compulsory) schools*

OMs again is a problem <±dch could most effectively be solved V  the 

introduction of ccsrpulaoiy education (together with the provision of 

adequate schools*)
*

23* As regards examination results in the High schools, the Institute

subaits that given the inferior economic and social status of the Hon- 

European, coupled with the inferior facilities available to the Ecn- 

European pupil in the primary school, it is misleading to compare directly 

European and Haor-European examination results* The results of Coloured 

children must inevitably be inferior, and the fact that they are so is 

not to be regarded as surprising* The Institute regards these results 

as disquieting, not in that they suggest an inability on the part of the 

pupils to cope with the examinations, but in that they shot? that the 

schools are providing inadequate training, or at least are unable to 

compensate for environmental handicaps) the reasons why this is so have 

already been suggested*

24* Consequently, the Institute considers that with the introduction of

compulsory education and improved schooling facilities (which must Include 

improved teacher-training), retardation of pupils will diminish consider

ably and examination results gradually improve| this improvement must, 

however, remain limited whilst the social and economic position of the 

group remains inferior*



of Reference (e): The Coloured teacher and his training, his 

professional conduct and the use he makes of facilities provided by 

the Statet

In order to Improve the standard of teaching it is necessary that 

the training of Coloured teachers be improved* Generally Col cured 

training colleges are handicapped by shortages of accommodation and 

equipment* It is significant that whereas there are 4 European training 

schools run by the Department} there is only ftie for Coloured students*

The provision of proper workrooms and equipment, libraries, boarding 

and other facilities is essential if the standard of Coloured teacher 

training is to be improved*

26* The Known shortage of Coloured women teachers must be combatted by

making the profession more attractive, rather than by accepting low 

standards of training. The Institute considers that it is desirable 

that the entrance examination to teaching courses should be the senior 

certificate and that steps should be taken to make this canpulsaryf it 

would be necessary to do this gradually, and in the first stages, 

before the entrance qualification was raised to senior certificate, only 

first-class J*C* pupils be admitted! later, study grants could be made 

available far the two final years of schooling for pupils \i/ho undertook 

to train aid work as teachers* It is clear that a child who has passed 

J*C* and then done two years' training (as required for the Loner 

Primary certificate) can not be adequate to the task of teaching* Even 

v&ere the additional year's specialist course is taken, the teacher's 

limited general education is a handicap In his work*

27* The Commission is to enquire into the Coloured teacher's professional

conduct* The Institute submits that the duty of the Coloured, as of 

any O'uher teacher, is to help each child under his care, to develop his 

or her personality to the fullest* The cenduet og a teacher should be 

judged professionally only in reference to the above* We have no 

reason to believe that Coloured teaohere are lacking in this respect*

23* Terms of Beference (f ): Such other aspects of Coloured education as may 

be related to the foregoir^ and may appear necessary for a thorough and 

searching enquiry into all aspects of Coloured education a

An aspect of Coloured education to which the Institute wishes to 

draw the attention of the Commission is salaries* Ear from reaching the 

desiderata of equal pay for equal work, the relationship between salary 

rates has deteriorated* Since European teachers hare received their 

increase, Coloured teachers no longer receive four-fifths of the pay of 

European teachers of equal qualifications* The present salary situation 

is not only causing much dissatisfaction amongst teachers, but must also 

discourage others from entering the profession. Because of the size of 

classes9 the shortage of classrooms, lack of equipment, etc*, the

Coloured/



Coloured teacher’s rrark Is mar* trying than is that of his European colleague.

if a desirable type of person is to he attracted to the profession, it 

is essential that salary scales should be inproved rather than that they 

should deteriorate*
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